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Why It’s Important
• “Fake news”

• Citizen reporters

• 24 hr news cycle

• Stanford study 2016

• Info literacy 

https://sheg.stanford.edu/civic-online-reasoning


• Information literacy
• Core of what we do
• Lifelong learning 
• Access information / evaluation
• More critical because of the amount of information we have 

Why Librarians Care



Center for Teaching Excellence and 
Learning Communities
■ Faculty learning communities
■ Mix of faculty from different disciplines and includes 

librarians
■ Purpose is to pick a topic, learn something, and produce a 

usable product
■ 10 meetings over the academic year
■ Faculty incentive for participation



Developing Informed Digital News Consumers 
in the Era of Misinformation

■ Sociology and Gerontology
■ Global and Intercultural Studies
■ Media, Journalism and Film
■ Teacher Education
■ Political Science
■ Family Science and Social Work
■ Librarians from Oxford and Middletown Campus



■ Definition of fake news
■ Definition of propaganda 
■ Info/media/news literacy 
■ Types of news sources 
■ News industry
■ Types of cognitive bias
■ Confirmation bias

Topics Discussed



Evaluation Tools
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Lateral Reading
● Lateral Reading: Reading Less 

and Learning More (2017)

● Source evaluation strategies

● Stanford undergraduates, 

history PhDs, and professional 

fact checkers



Lateral Reading
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Lateral Reading



Lateral Reading
● PhDs and undergraduates read vertically, staying within a 

website to evaluate its reliability. 

● Fact checkers read laterally, leaving a site after a quick scan 
and opening up new browser tabs in order to judge the 
credibility of the original site.



Divided into groups and produced modules to be loaded in canvas. Each module 
includes learning objectives, readings, activities and assignments (including variations 
for levels and length of class time)

■ Emerging/Legacy Media – Content Analysis and critical analysis of stories in 
different types of news sources (emerging – Vice; legacy – NYT) 

Projects and Outcomes

https://tinyurl.com/yba9ykoo


■ State Owned/State Controlled News

Understanding the difference between state owned or controlled news media 
outlets and state funded, partially state funded, and independent news 
organizations in terms of purpose and bias.

 

Projects and Outcomes: 
State Owned/ State Controlled Media

https://sites.google.com/miamioh.edu/state-media/home


General Takeaways

• State controlled vs private media was a revelation to many

• Fake News production became clearer

• Ranking news media outlets most meaningful

 

Projects and Outcomes: 
State Owned/ State Controlled Media



Suggestions for Teaching

1. Lateral reading vs checklist
2. Help students understand the many ways the 

term “fake news” can be used
3. Talk about bias and perspective (yours & theirs)
4. Let assignments allow for a variety of sources
5. Address the role of power/privilege in academia 

and information production



     Questions?


